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Abstract
Learning the disentangled representation of inter-
pretable generative factors of data is one of the foun-
dations to allow artificial intelligence to think like
people. In this paper, we propose the analogical
training strategy for the unsupervised disentangled
representation learning in generative models. The
analogy is one of the typical cognitive processes,
and our proposed strategy is based on the obser-
vation that sample pairs in which one is different
from the other in one specific generative factor show
the same analogical relation. Thus, the generator
is trained to generate sample pairs from which a
designed classifier can identify the underlying ana-
logical relation. In addition, we propose a disentan-
glement metric called the subspace score, which is
inspired by subspace learning methods and does not
require supervised information. Experiments show
that our proposed training strategy allows the gen-
erative models to find the disentangled factors, and
that our methods can give competitive performances
as compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of unsupervised dis-
entangled representation learning in the generative model. The
disentangled representation is a kind of distributed feature rep-
resentation in which disjoint dimensions of a latent code reflect
different high-level generative factors of data. Specifically,
the disentangled representation can separate the explanatory
factors which interact nonlinearly in the real-world data, such
as the object shape, the material property, and the light source,
etc. Thus, the disentangled representation is helpful for a large
variety of AI tasks [Bengio et al., 2013].
The generative model is helpful in learning the disentan-
gled representation. It is a methodology to learn a probability
distribution, and it generates a new sample according to the
code in the hidden space. By learning the appropriate pa-
rameter, it can gradually learn to generate new data of the
same distribution as the target one [Goodfellow et al., 2014].
∗Corresponding author
When the disentangled representation is learned in the gen-
erative model, disjoint dimensions of a hidden code could
model the data generative factors separately. These under-
lying factors could explain the major variation in the data.
When only one factor varies but all others are fixed, the gen-
erated sequence of samples can show an interpretable change
to human beings. For example, when we generate a figure
of a hand-written digital number, a component of the code
may be associated with the stroke width. When the value is
changed, the stroke width of the generated number becomes
smaller. A large body of work has been devoted to this prob-
lem. When the generative factors are predefined, the disen-
tangled representation can be learned by the reconstruction
of the data when the codes are swapped [Peng et al., 2017;
Denton and Birodkar, 2017]. Moreover, when the data are
labeled with attributes, the representation can be learned via
the mapping between the data and the attributes [Wang et al.,
2017] or the consistency between the variation of the data and
the transformation of the latent code [Kulkarni et al., 2015;
Worrall et al., 2017]. On the other hand, unsupervised learning
of a disentangled representation has been a major challenge.
DIP-VAE [Higgins et al., 2017] and β-VAE [Kumar et al.,
2017] learn the disentanglement of the latent code by encour-
aging the latent distribution to be close to the standard normal
distribution, in which each random variables are independent.
InfoGAN [Chen et al., 2016] also uses the statistical inde-
pendence and the method is motivated by the principle of the
maximization of the mutual information. In summary, most
of the existing works disentangle the factors by taking ad-
vantage of the supervised signals or by using the statistical
independence of the prior distribution.
Different from the existing methods, our solution is moti-
vated by the analogy. A key observation is that each inter-
pretable disentangled factor is associated with an analogical
relation of sample pairs. In the example of generating digital
numbers, disjoint components of a hidden code can be associ-
ated with the factors such as rotation, stroke thickness, width,
etc. Figure 1 gives an illustrative example of analogical pairs,
which manifests the factor of stroke thickness. Reversely, this
factor of variation can be learned from the analogical sample
pairs. The discussed relation is known as the proportional
analogical relation, which has a general form (a : b :: c : d)
where the pairs (a, b) and (c, d) have relational similarity, such
as mammals : lungs :: fish : gills [Gust et al., 2008]. The
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analogical relation can be extended to a batch of n sample
pairs, which have the form (a1 : b1 :: a2 : b2 :: . . . :: an : bn).
Namely, the pairs of ai and bi for all i = 1, . . . , n share the
same analogical relation. The analogy has been a central part
of human intelligence and cognition, so from this perspective
learning the interpretable factors via the analogical relation is
close to the human-like cognition process.
Figure 1: An illustrative example of the analogical relation. These
hand-written numbers are generated by our proposed Analogical
GAN method trained on the MNIST dataset. The stroke becomes
thinner from left to right. A pair of “1”s and a pair of “8”s are
selected, which show the analogical relation of stroke thickness. The
relation of the first bolder “1” to the second thinner “1” is similar to
that of the first bolder “8” to the second thinner “8”. Furthermore,
the “1”s here are rotated while “8”s are not. Given this difference in
rotation, the variation of stroke width shows the same pattern.
Based on the observation above, we propose our analogical
training strategy on top of the generative model. At the begin-
ning of the training process, the generator gives an analogical
sample pair according to the code pair in which a predefined
component of the latent code is different while all the other
configuration is fixed. Next, an extra classifier tries to identify
the predefined analogical relation behind the generated ana-
logical pair. Then, the classifier and the generator are trained
together to allow the classifier to make the correct decision.
This is a cooperative game. The generator should learn to gen-
erate sample pairs characterized by analogical relations which
the classifier can capture. Figure 2 gives an illustration of the
analogical training process. This is our main contribution.
Figure 2: The analogical training process. We assume each code
component represents a generative factor, and each generative factor
has a unique analogical relation. The analogical relation ri of the
factor is implied by a pair of codes which are different only in the
ith component. In the left of the figure, the horizontal axis is the
ith dimension, and the vertical dimension indicates all the other
dimensions. The code pair c1 and c2 are different only in the ith
one. To start the training process, the code pair is passed through
the generator G, which generates the analogical sample pair x1 and
x2. Then, the classifier R tries to identify the underlying relation ri.
Finally, the generator and the classifier both update their parameters
such that the analogical relation can be classified more accurately, and
thus the ith component learns to reflect a meaningful factor gradually.
The training process can be applied on a batch of code pairs, and the
analogical sample pairs also share the relation ri.
The other contribution is our proposal of a disentanglement
metric of the learned representation, called the subspace score.
This metric is based on two assumptions inspired by the sub-
space learning methodology. The first assumption is that each
kind of variation of the generated samples forms an affine sub-
space, and thus these subspaces are expected to be uncovered
by the subspace clustering algorithm. Therefore, the disen-
tanglement of the factors is approximated by the clustering
performance. The second is that the union of these subspaces
should be close to the majority of observed samples. This
closeness is measured by the distance between the observed
samples and the affine space spanned by the generated sam-
ples. Our proposed subspace score is the combination of these
two measures. The subspace score does not require supervised
information, and it is able to be applied to the real-world un-
labeled dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time an unsupervised disentanglement metric is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce
our proposed analogical training strategy in Section 2 and
the disentanglement metric in Section 3. Next, we review
related works in Section 4. In Section 5 we demonstrate
the experiment results and compare our method with other
methods along the subspace score. We conclude the paper in
Section 6. Our source code will be available on https://
github.com/ZejianLi/analogical-training.
2 Method
2.1 Preliminaries
In this part, we briefly review two generative models, Varia-
tional Auto-Encoder (VAE) [Kingma and Welling, 2013] and
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [Goodfellow et al.,
2014]. A generative model learns the target probability distri-
bution by generating new samples whose distribution is close
the target one. Formally, given a latent representation z ∈ Z
sampled from a predefined distribution Pz , we can generate
a new sample x ∈ X by sampling from Pθ(x | z). Here
Pθ(x | z) is assumed to be deterministic and described by a
function G : Z 7→ X parameterized by θ, and thus x = G(z).
By learning appropriate θ, the generated distribution Pθ can
get closer to the ground truth distribution Pr.
VAE has emerged as a popular deep generative model. A
key step in VAE is to reinterpret the log-likelihood of the
observed sample x in the generated distribution Pθ as
log pθ(x) = KL(qφ(z | x)‖pθ(z | x)) + L(θ, φ;x). (1)
Here qφ(z | x) is the variational posterior distribution with the
parameter φ and KL(·‖·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between two distributions. L(θ, φ;x) is the evidence lower
bound defined as
L(θ, φ;x) = Eqφ(z|x) log pθ(x | z)−KL(qφ(z | x)‖p(z)).
(2)
The first term is the expected log-likelihood to recover x, and
the second term is the KL-divergence between the variational
posterior distribution and the prior distribution. Since we
always have log pθ(x) ≥ L(θ, φ;x), we can increase the log-
likelihood of the data by maximizing the evidence lower bound.
Hence, the optimization problem of the model is
max
G,Q
L(G,Q)
s.t. L(G,Q) = Ex∼PrL(θ, φ;x).
(3)
Here we use the function Q parameterized by φ to describe
qφ(z | x).
GAN is another framework to train generative models. It
learns the real distribution by training the generator G to con-
fuse an adversarial discriminator D. The discriminator D tries
to distinguish the data generated from Pθ or sampled from Pr,
while the generator G gradually learns to generate data that D
cannot correctly classify. Formally, given a sample x, D(x)
approximates the probability that x is sampled from Pr. The
formulation is given as follows.
min
G
max
D
V (D,G)
s.t.V (D,G) = Ex∼Pr logD(x) + Ez∼Pz log(1−D(G(z)))
(4)
To learn the disentangled representation in GAN, we divide
the latent representation to the continuous code c and the
noise z. The latent code c tries to capture the disentangled
representation while the noise z fits other details. Thus the
generated sample is given by x = G(c, z) where c ∼ Pc and
z ∼ Pz . We do not adopt this division in VAE, since we
find it leads to a trivial solution. For consistency, we write
x = G(c, z) in the rest of the paper.
2.2 Analogical Training Strategy
In this part, we describe our proposed analogical training
strategy, which is to learn the disentangled representation of
interpretable factors. Our proposed method is based on the
observation that a disentangled generative factor is related to
a unique analogical relation of sample pairs. As shown in
Figure 1, we have two different digits, and by reducing their
stroke width we have their twins. The relation of the first digit
and its twin is similar to the relation between the other digit
and its twin. Even though the configurations of other factors
are different, the change of the given factor shows the variation
of the same pattern. Thus, the stroke width factor is shown
by the analogical relation. Reversely, given a generator, if the
analogical relation behind different generated pairs can always
be recognized, we believe the learned factor is disentangled.
More detailedly, each component of the hidden code represents
a generative factor, and the change of the generative factor can
be reflected by the variation in samples. Sample pairs which
are different only in a single generative factor are defined
as analogical pairs, and together they show the analogical
relation unique to the generative factor. The model learns the
disentangled factor by trying to generate analogical pairs.
Formally, we define a classifier R to recognize the analogi-
cal relations. Given an analogical pair of samples x1 and x2,
R identifies the generative factor r in which the two samples
are different. This is to maximize the log-likelihood
ErEx1,x2|r logR(r | x1, x2) (5)
in which r is the generative factor as a random variable of
the category distribution over {1, . . . , k} when we have k
factors. Ex1,x2|r is short for E(x1,x2)∼P(x1,x2|r). Particularly,
R(r | x1, x2) is the probability that R believe x1 and x2 are
different in the factor r, which means x1 and x2 show the
analogical relation unique to r.
Since samples in an analogical pair are different in one
factor, we can generate the pair according to two latent codes
which are different in one component. We denote the code
pair as c1 and c2 and thus x1 = G(c1, z) and x2 = G(c2, z).
Thus, (5) can be rewritten as
K(G,R)
=ErEc1,c2|rEx1∼G(c1,z),x2∼G(c2,z) logR(r | x1, x2).
(6)
The process of the analogical training is visualized in Figure 2.
The expectation can be approximated with the Monte Carlo
method.
Theoretically, K(G,R) is the lower bound of the mutual
information I(r;x1, x2) between the generative factor and the
sample pair. Formally, I(r;x1, x2) = H(r)−H(r | x1, x2),
where the first term is the entropy of r, and the second term
is the conditional entropy of r given x1 and x2. We have
H(r) = log k and
−H(r | x1, x2) = Ex1,x2Er|x1,x2 logP (r | x1, x2). (7)
The computation of the posterior distribution P (r | x1, x2) is
intractable. We can define an auxiliary distribution R to infer
a variational lower bound.
−H(r | x1, x2)
=Ex1,x2Er|x1,x2
[
log
P (r | x1, x2)
R(r | x1, x2) + logR(r | x1, x2)
]
=Ex1,x2KL(P (r | x1, x2)||R(r | x1, x2))
+ ErEx1,x2|r logR(r | x1, x2).
(8)
Since the KL-divergence is non-negative, we can have
−H(r | x1, x2)
≥ErEx1,x2|r logR(r | x1, x2)
=ErEc1,c2|rEx1∼G(z,c1),x2∼G(z,c2) logR(r | x1, x2).
(9)
Therefore, K(G,R) is the lower bound of I(r;x1, x2). The
bound is tight when R(r | x1, x2) is close to P (r | x1, x2). In
this case, maximizing K(G,R) is equivalent to maximizing
the mutual information I(r;x1, x2). Intuitively, this means
the generator should make an effort to give sample pairs whose
inner difference can show the variation of the generative factor.
Combining (3) and (6), we have our proposed Analogical
VAE (AnaVAE) learned via the optimization problem
max
G,Q,R
L(G,Q) + λK(G,R), (10)
where λ is the hyperparameter to control the effect ofK(G,R).
Similarly, the optimization problem of our Analogical GAN
(AnaGAN) is
min
G,R
max
D
V (D,G)− λK(G,R). (11)
Empirically, we set λ to 1 by default. All the functions G, Q,
D and R are modeled by neural networks.
3 Disentanglement Metric
In this part, we introduce our disentanglement metric. The
metric is inspired by the subspace clustering algorithm [Elham-
ifar and Vidal, 2013]. We assume that sequences of samples
of the same variation lie in a low-dimensional affine subspace.
Then if the factors in the representation are disentangled, the
subspaces of different variations are independent.1 In this
1A set of k linear subspaces {Si ⊂ RD}ni=1 are independent if
dim(⊕ki=1Si) =
∑k
i=1 dim(Si), where ⊕ is the direct sum.
Figure 3: An illustration of the subspaces of variations. The sam-
ples of number “2” and “9” vary in the stroke width, and those of “5”
changes in the writing style. We assume the sequences of the same
variation lie on an affine subspace. Here, the sequences of “2” and
“9” lie on the subspace of stroke variation, and the sequence “5” lies
on the subspace of writing style variation. For visualization the two
affine planes are not independent here.
case, samples of the same variation can be grouped by the
subspace clustering method. An exemplary illustration of sub-
spaces of variations is given in Figure 3. Another assumption
is that the observed samples should be close to the affine space
spanned by the generated samples, because the generated sam-
ples should be indistinguishable to the real ones. Our metric
is designed according to these two assumptions. Since these
assumptions are not related to any supervised information, the
subspace score can be applied to unlabeled datasets.
The subspace clustering algorithm can separate data accord-
ing to the relation of linear combinations and thus recover
the low-dimensional affine subspaces. Given our assumption
above, the disentanglement of factors can be approximated by
how well the generated clusters of different variations can be
correctly separated by the subspace clustering method. To be
more specific, given the learned generator factor ri, we gen-
erate a sequence of samples {xj | j = 1, . . . ,m} by varying
the ith component of the code while all other configurations
are fixed. Thus, this sequence shows the variation of ri. A
sample cluster consists of several different sequences of the
same variation, and k clusters of different variations are sam-
pled and given to the subspace clustering algorithm. Formally,
suppose we have Y = [Y1, . . . ,Yk]. For i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
Yi is a group of sample sequences and the samples in each
sequence are different only in the generative factor ri. Then
the coefficient matrix U is learned by
Uˆ = arg min ‖YU−Y‖2F + λ′R(U),
s.t. diag(U) = 0.
(12)
Here, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm, andR(U) is the regular-
ized term with the parameter λ′. In addition, diag(·) denotes
the diagonal elements in the matrix. We use the Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit method (OMP) [Tropp and Gilbert, 2007] to
learn the coefficients, since we have the prior knowledge of
the number of samples in every cluster, which is the product
of the number of sample sequences in each cluster and the
size of the sequence. Then the affinity matrix is defined as
|U|+ |U|T, where |·| is the absolute value. Ideally, this matrix
is block diagonal given that samples in different Yi’s lie in
independent affine subspaces. Finally, with the affinity matrix,
the spectral clustering method is used to infer the clustering
assignment Cˆ. The clustering performance is measured by the
normalized mutual information NMI(Cˆ, C) where C is the
ground truth division ofYi’s inY. The performance measures
how well clusters of different variations can be separated, and
thus it evaluates the disentanglement of factors. This is the
first part of our measure.
The other part is the mean distance from the observed sam-
ples to the affine space spanned by generated samples. This
measures the closeness described in the second assumption.
Formally, given x as an observed sample, we have the distance
from x to its projection on the affine space spanned by Y as
d(x,Y) = min
u
‖Yu− x‖2. (13)
When all the data are normalized to have unit length, we have
d(x,Y) ∈ [0,1]. Given the observed set X with n samples,
the averaged distance is d¯ = 1n
∑
x∈X d(x,Y). We use 1− d¯
to estimate the closeness.
Finally, our proposed subspace score is defined as
α NMI(Cˆ, C) + (1− α) (1− d¯). (14)
We set α as 0.5 by default. The higher value of the subspace
score is, the better the model learns the disentangled represen-
tation and generates new samples.
One may argue that the subspaces given by the principal
component analysis (PCA) would get the highest score, be-
cause the assumptions of the subspace score are intrinsically
compatible with PCA. However, the subspace score is to mea-
sure the variations of the generated samples. PCA lacks the
ability to generate new samples, and it is not guaranteed to
learn a concordant variation in each independent subspace.
Thus, we do not think it is appropriate to apply the proposed
metric on PCA. A novel disentanglement metric is also pro-
posed in [Higgins et al., 2017], which can measure the indepen-
dence and interpretability of factors simultaneously. However,
this metric is applied on a synthetic dataset of 2D shapes with
predefined factors, but not on the real-world dataset.
4 Related Works
Several methods have been proposed for the unsupervised
disentangled representation learning. InfoGAN [Chen et al.,
2016] designs an extra network to recover the code values
from the generated samples to learn disentanglement. This is
based on the principle of maximizing the mutual information,
and thus InfoGAN shares the theoretical foundation with our
strategy. The difference between our strategy and InfoGAN
is that our methods recover the relative relation from samples.
We believe that the relation between samples are more impor-
tant than the code values, because the code values have little
physical meaning. For example, we cannot infer how many
pixels of the stroke width is of a generated digital number
from the code. However, the comparison between the sample
codes leads to the conclusion that one digit is bolder than the
other. Thus, the analogical training of sample pairs is more
conceptually straightforward.
Figure 4: Latent factors learned in the Flower dataset. The pictures are generated by varying a specific latent variable from −3 to 3 while
others are zero. Each figure grid shows the variation of the similar factors, and each row shows the samples of the same method. The models
learn to disentangle factors including the color temperature of the flower (a), the variation of the color from yellow to magenta (b), and the
number of flowers (c). The pictures are best viewed magnified on screen.
Different from InfoGAN, β-VAE [Higgins et al., 2017] is
a variant of VAE. It learns the factorized factors by putting
more emphasis on the KL-divergence between the variational
posterior and the standard normal prior at the cost of the recon-
struction accuracy. To avoid the cost, DIP-VAE [Kumar et al.,
2017] designs an extra regularization term which minimizes
the KL-divergence between the expectation of the variation
posterior over the data and the prior. The main difference
between these methods and ours is the way to encourage dis-
entanglement. The existing methods disentangle the factors by
leveraging the statistical independence in the standard normal
prior distribution. However, in a direct manner our analogical
training strategy requires that the change of one factor does
not result in the variations of the other factors in the gener-
ated samples. This constraint allows the model to learn the
disentanglement of factors directly.
5 Experiments
In this section, we present the experiment results on five image
datasets, including MNIST [LeCun et al., 1998], CelebA [Liu
et al., 2015], Flower [Nilsback and Zisserman, 2008], CUB
[Wah et al., 2011] and Chairs [Aubry et al., 2014]. Specifically,
we compare our methods with other state-of-the-art methods
along the subspace score.
5.1 Implementation Details
Implementation details in the experiments are summarized
here. For AnaGAN, we use the network architecture of DC-
GAN [Radford et al., 2015]. We use the WGAN-GP loss
[Gulrajani et al., 2017] instead of the original GAN loss and
the parameter num critic is set as 3. At the first 100 epoch,
we only optimize V (D,G), because at the beginning of the
training G has not captured the distribution yet and fails to
generate samples good enough, and R cannot learn useful re-
lations from G. Both the noise and the code are sampled from
the standard normal distribution. We use Adam optimizer
[Kingma and Ba, 2014] with a learning rate of 0.00002 and
a momentum of 0.5. The batch size is 32. AnaVAE shares
most of the configuration in AnaGAN. The encoder network
Q borrows the major structure of D in AnaGAN. The learning
rate for the Adam optimizer is 0.0001. In the experiment on
MNIST with labels, we combine all methods in the compar-
ison with AC-GAN [Odena et al., 2016] to incorporate the
label information.
In both AnaVAE and AnaGAN, R has the similar structure
of D, but the numbers of feature mappings in convolutional
layers are halved. When learning the analogical relation of the
factor ri, we first sample two identical codes c1 and c2. Then
we set c2i (the ith component of c2) as the c1i − v or c1i + v
where v is sampled from the uniform distribution over [1, 2].
If we take c2i = c1i − v only, R may separate a generative
factor into two symmetric ones whose variations are in the
opposite directions. The noise z1 and z2 are identical. We add
a dropout layer [Srivastava et al., 2014] after each nonlinear
activation layer in R to avoid overfitting. Lastly, the proposed
algorithms are implemented with PyTorch.
To compute the subspace score, a cluster of ten sample
sequences is generated for each factor and each sequence
has five samples. The sequence is generated by varying the
corresponding component of the code from −2 to 2 with the
interval 1 but keeping other components fixed. We compute
the subspace score over five different sets of generated samples
to get the average. We implement it with scikit-learn.
5.2 Comparison
Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide a qualitative comparison of our
proposed methods with β-VAE and DIP-VAE as appropriate.
The pictures are generated by varying a specific latent variable
from −3 to 3 while others are fixed to zero, so the samples
in the central column of each figure grid are the same. This
guarantees that the effect of only one factor is investigated
every time. Figure 4 shows the learned factors in the Flower
dataset. The models learn the factors including the color
temperature of the flower, the variation of the color from
yellow to magenta, and the number of flowers automatically.
The first two factors are concerned with the colors, while
the last with the structure of the picture. The β-VAE and
DIP-VAE tend to generate the blurry pictures, in which the
petals and pistils are not distinguishable, while AnaVAE can
generate flowers in a more clear fashion and AnaGAN can
even generate flowers with detailed textures. Particularly,
although all the methods learn the variations of the number of
flowers in the data, β-VAE and DIP-VAE fail to represent the
Figure 5: Latent factors learned in the CelebA dataset. The pictures are generated by varying a specific latent variable from −3 to 3 while
others are zero. Each figure grid shows the variation of the similar factors, and each row shows the samples generated by the same method. The
models learn to disentangle factors including the emotion (a), the transformation from female to male (b), and the azimuth (c). The pictures are
best viewed magnified on screen.
Table 1: Subspace score. The best performances are highlighted.
Dataset MNIST (w/o labels) CelebA Flower CUB Chairs
VAE (untrained) [Kingma and Welling, 2013] 0.208 / 0.417 0.095 0.132 0.145 0.085
VAE [Kingma and Welling, 2013] 0.552 / 0.608 0.546 0.551 0.555 0.565
InfoGAN [Chen et al., 2016] 0.389 / 0.482 0.484 0.445 0.452 0.198
β-VAE (β = 20) [Higgins et al., 2017] 0.508 / 0.582 0.512 0.510 0.508 0.538
DIP-VAE (λ = 10) [Kumar et al., 2017] 0.552 / 0.608 0.542 0.550 0.552 0.561
AnaGAN (ours) 0.403 / 0.495 0.541 0.478 0.491 0.536
AnaVAE (ours) 0.504 / 0.587 0.586 0.603 0.599 0.580
two flowers in one picture in a clean way, while our proposed
method can clearly separate the two flowers. The color of the
flowers here is entangled with the flower shapes, since we can
seldom have a sunflower in magenta in reality.
Figure 5 shows the comparison in the CelebA dataset. The
models are able to disentangle factors of emotion, gender, and
azimuth of the faces. The β-VAE tends to give face in a blurry
pattern, but it disentangles the factors in a relative explicit
way. DIP-VAE and AnaVAE have similar clarity here, but the
factors they learn are slightly entangled with other variations.
Specifically, the factors of emotion they learn are related to
the width of the face; while the faces become smiling from
left to right, they also become fatter. At last, AnaGAN gives
faces with much more details than the other methods, but it
tends to entangle the factors with other variations. The first
two factors are entangled with the hair color. Generally, our
proposed methods show comparable performances with other
methods.
Table 1 reports the subspace score of models. AnaVAE out-
performs other methods in the experiments on most datasets,
while DIP-VAE has the highest score on the MNIST dataset.
VAE has a similar performance to DIP-VAE. It has been dis-
cussed in [Kumar et al., 2017] that VAE also has the ability to
disentangle factors in the data. AnaGAN does not have high
scores here. Since the subspace score uses the mean squared
error to estimate reconstructions, it is hard for samples of
AnaGAN with detailed textures to have high reconstruction
accuracies. InfoGAN also suffers from the same difficulty.
In summary, AnaVAE shows competitive performances as
compared with other methods along the subspace score.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the analogical training strategy
to learn the disentangled representation without supervision.
Based on the observation that there exists an analogical rela-
tion unique to a generative factor, the proposed strategy learns
the disentangled factors from the generated analogical sample
pairs. The strategy designs a classifier to help the generator to
generate sample pairs of consistent analogical relations. We
also propose the subspace score to measure the disentangle-
ment of the factors. The subspace score does not require label
information in the dataset. Experiments show that our pro-
posed methods can uncover interpretable factors in the data
and give competitive performances as compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms. In the future work, we will explore
different measures of disentanglement and the application of
the disentangled representation in foundational AI problems,
such as the conceptual space learning.
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Appendix A
This part is to give more details of the experiment setup.
We begin with the preprocessing of the data. The images of
CelebA, Flower, CUB, and Chairs are cropped and rescaled to
the size of 64× 64. The images of all datasets are normalized
to the range of [0, 1] for AnaVAE and [−1, 1] for AnaGAN.
For the design of the model, we use the transposed convolution
operation [Dosovitskiy et al., 2015] in the generative network
as suggested in DCGAN [Radford et al., 2015]. We apply
batch normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] after most lay-
ers. For the discriminator in AnaGAN, we apply instance
normalization [Ulyanov et al., 2016] instead of layer normal-
ization suggested in [Gulrajani et al., 2017]. For the analogical
relation classifier R, we add a Dropout layer [Srivastava et al.,
2014] with a dropout rate of 0.2 after each nonlinear activation
layer. We use the softmax layer as the last layer to perform
the classification. Detailed architectures are shown in tables 2
to 5. We use some abbreviations here. We denote “Conv.” as
the convolution layer and UpConv as the transposed convolu-
tion layer. For a convolution layer, “4c2s64o” means we use
the 4 × 4 kernel with the stride as 2, and the output number
of feature mapping is 64. The transposed convolution layer
shares the same notation. We denote rectified linear unit as
ReLU and the leaky linear unit as LReLU. “BN” means the
batch normalization layer and “FC” means the fully connected
layer.
In the training of AnaGAN, we apply the trick that at the
first 25 iteration of the generator G the num critic is set as
100 so as to initialize the discriminator well enough. The
regularization parameter of the gradient penalty is 0.25. We
use the ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 2014] optimizer with β1 =
0.5 and β2 = 0.99.
To compute the subspace score, a cluster of ten sample se-
quences is generated for each factor and each sequence has
five samples. The sequence is generated by varying the corre-
sponding component of the code from−2 to 2 with the interval
1 but keeping other components fixed. The coefficients in the
subspace clustering is learned via the Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit [Tropp and Gilbert, 2007]. In the computation of the
distance from the observed to the generated affine subspace,
we only sample 6, 400 observed samples. The subspace score
is computed over five different sets of generated samples to
get the average.
Appendix B
In this part, we discuss the potential applications of our pro-
posed analogical learning strategy.
The analogical learning strategy can be applied in supervis-
edly or semi-supervisedly disentangled factors learning, too.
Given that we have sample pairs x1 and x2 and we know from
the ground truth that they are different in the generative factor
r, we can train R with this supervised signal via the following
optimization.
max
G,R
Ksup(G,R) =
∑
(x1,x2),r
logR(r | x1, x2) (15)
This is to maximize the empirical mutual information between
x1, x2 and r directly without the generating process. Such
additional supervised training is compatible with the current
framework. In semi-supervised learning case, our proposed
methods can incorporate this supervised signal to learn the
given generative factors and other unknown independent fac-
tors. However, such pairwise constraints are expensive to get
in the real-world data. Thus, this extension may only be ap-
plied in the learning of some predefined transformations of
data, such as rotation or scaling.
AnaVAE has the potential application in learning the con-
ceptual space in uncertainty modeling. Traditionally, the
conceptual space consists of quality dimensions which spec-
ify some attributes of the concept. A typical example is
the RGB color space in which each color is defined by the
linear combination of three color elements. Since the dis-
entangled factors learned by AnaVAE can be interpretable,
the latent code space is an approximation of the concep-
tual space. Simultaneously, the input noise can be used
to model the uncertainty of each concept, and the genera-
tor provides a mapping from the conceptual space to the
real-world feature space to visualize the concepts. In this
scenario, the prior distribution of the codes and the noises
can be defined as some other well-studied structure in the
literature of cognitive science [Ga¨rdenfors, 2004], such as
the convex structures based on the prototype theory [Lawry
and Tang, 2009] or other variants [Lewis and Lawry, 2016;
Tang and Xiao, 2017]. A recent exciting preprint [Bechberger
and Ku¨hnberger, 2017] discusses the possibility to learn con-
ceptual space with InfoGAN [Chen et al., 2016]. Another
approach [Derrac and Schockaert, 2015] also learns the space
via embedding techniques and defines the salient direction
(the quality dimension) by fitting linear Support Vector Ma-
chine model on the data. In the learned space they can find
analogical relations and other semantic relations. AnaVAE
catches some principles of the methods above and may have
the potential to learn a conceptual space, which captures the
quality dimension by the analogical relations. We will explore
this in our future work.
Table 2: AnaVAE for MNIST. We use a code size of 16.
Encoder Q Generator G Classifier R
Input 1× 28× 28 gray images Input code ∈ R16 Input 2× 28× 28 gray images
4c2s64o Conv. LReLU(0.2) 1024 FC. BN. ReLU. 4c2s32o Conv. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s128o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.2) 128× 7× 7 FC. BN. ReLU. 4c2s64o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
1024 FC. BN. LReLU(0.2) 4c2s64o UpConv. BN. ReLU. 1024 FC. BN. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
32 FC. 4c2s1o UpConv. Sigmoid. 16 FC. Softmax.
Table 3: AnaGAN for MNIST. We use a code size of 8 and a noise size of 16.
Discriminator D Generator G Classifier R
Input 1× 28× 28 gray images Input code ∈ R24 Input 2× 28× 28 gray images
4c2s64o Conv. LReLU(0.2) 1024 FC. BN. ReLU. 4c2s32o Conv. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s128o Conv. IN. LReLU(0.2) 128× 7× 7 FC. BN. ReLU. 4c2s64o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
1024 FC. IN. LReLU(0.2) 4c2s64o UpConv. BN. ReLU. 1024 FC. BN. LReLU(0.2) Dropout(0.2)
1 FC. 4c2s1o UpConv. Tanh. 8 FC. Softmax.
Table 4: AnaVAE for CelebA, Flower, CUB, and Chairs. We use a code size of 32 for the CelebA and Chairs dataset and 64 for the Flower
and CUB dataset.
Encoder Q Generator G Classifier R
Input 3× 64× 64 color images Input code ∈ R32 (CelebA and Chairs) Input 6× 64× 64 color images
Input code ∈ R64 (Flower and CUB)
4c2s64o Conv. LReLU(0.1) 4c1s512o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s32o Conv. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s128o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s256o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s64o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s256o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s128o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s128o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s512o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s64o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s256o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c1s64o Conv. (CelebA and Chairs) 4c2s3o UpConv. Sigmoid. 4c1s32o Conv. Softmax. (CelebA and Chairs)
4c1s128o Conv. (Flower and CUB) 4c1s64o Conv. Softmax. (Flower and CUB)
Table 5: AnaGAN for CelebA, Flower, CUB, and Chairs. We use a code size of 32 and a noise size of 64.
Discriminator D Generator G Classifier R
Input 3× 64× 64 color images Input code ∈ R96 Input 6× 64× 64 color images
4c2s64o Conv. LReLU(0.1) 4c1s512o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s32o Conv. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s128o Conv. IN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s256o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s64o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s256o Conv. IN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s128o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s128o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c2s512o Conv. IN. LReLU(0.1) 4c2s64o UpConv. BN. LReLU(0.1). 4c2s256o Conv. BN. LReLU(0.1) Dropout(0.2)
4c1s1o Conv. 4c2s3o UpConv. Tanh. 4c1s32o Conv. Softmax.
